
1. Project DTR-MWF-TTH Driven Toward Reformation: Managers Working
with Focus, Teachers Teaching with a Heart

One of the commendable projects initiated by the Schools
Division Superintendent which paved the way to capacitate a total
number of 209 teachers (highly proficient and proficient teachers) and
62 school leaders. What makes this program exceptional? Simply
because this activity does not only focus on the teachers and school
leaders’ competencies and skills but also and most importantly it
centers on the upgrading of the participants’ morale and values. The
expertise of the top management and the invited speakers and the
various activities conducted during the training captured the attention
and awareness of the attendees.

Performance Indicators

Indicator Target Actual

% of Non-Teaching Personnel

trained
100% 0.00%

Dr. Rosemarie D. Torres talks about the “Qualities of a Teacher with a heart and Worthy of Emulation.” She
emphasizes that even during the pandemic, teachers must develop important habits that will help them
teach and love their learners.

2. Gender and Development (GAD): APRUBB++
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The Project Angat at Pantay na Respeto at Unawa sa mga Bata,
Babae at Iba pang Indibidwal or APRUBB++, as a flagship project of
SDOIC Gender and Development Program capacitated 105
newly-hired teachers in the importance and impact of equitable,
gender-sensitive, child-friendly and empowering classroom through
Gender Responsive Instruction.

As a holistic and encompassing program, APRUBB++ bravely
tackles Mental Health, safety and self-care as one of gender issues
under the new normal. It cultivates a culture of a healthy, respectful
and positive workplace among SDO personnel and stakeholders alike
through a series of activities such as Gender Responsive Mental Health
Webinar,  Physical fitness, IECs and Advocacy campaign.

Part of the Anti-Violence Against Women and Children (VAW-C)
campaign is the SDOIC slightly-modified Facebook frame which records
722 supporters and profile frame changes from teachers and other
stakeholders. On the other hand, localized poster materials called
“Opisina Paalala'' were issued during the 18-Day campaign.

Performance Indicators

Indicator Target Actual

% GAD budget utilized 100% 104.09%

SDOIC Materials in observance of the 18-day Campaign to End Violence Against Women and
Children. The SDOIC VAWC Facebook Frame and series of Opisina Paalala

3. STAIR (Systematic Test Administration Towards Improved Achievement
Result)

Assessment is one of the teaching-learning areas that has been
greatly affected by the pandemic. Deferment of some important
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national assessments such as Philippine Educational Placement Test
(PEPT), Philippine Validation Test (PVT), Early Language, Literacy and
Numeracy Assessment (ELLNA) and Basic Education Exit Assessment
(BEEA). Despite this, the Schools Division Office of Imus City-Testing
continues its timely and relevant services through administration of
Computer-Based English Proficiency Test (CB-EPT) to 375
teacher-applicants.

True to its thrust of establishing a conducive and orderly testing
environment for maximum benefit and zero distraction, the CB-EPT,
participated in by six (6) schools as testing centers, has its own IT,
clinic-teacher, CSU team to ensure the quality and smooth test
administration as well to safeguard the health and welfare of test
takers.

Performance Indicators

Indicator Target Actual

% of assessment

conducted
100% 100.00%

1st CB-EPT of SDO Imus with Room Examiners from Personnel Unit, Division IT Office and School
Personnel. May 23, 2021

Apart from the test administration, the Division through STAIR,
purchased Otis Lennon School Ability Test 8th Edition (OLSAT 8th Ed.)
Form A-F, Children’s Depression Inventory 1 (CDI-2), Career Attitude and
Strategies Inventory (CASI) and Clinical Assessment for Depression with
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corresponding answer sheets and manuals. These psychological tests
can address and help solve the gaps at present brought about by the
pandemic.

4. Project MATA (Monitoring, Adjustment and Technical Assistance)

Monitoring, Adjustment and Technical Assistance is evident and
pivotal this year. The School Management Monitoring and Evaluation
strengthened its monitoring capacity proactively through the 1-Stop
School Monitoring Evaluation and Adjustment or 1SMEA. It is an online
platform containing 32-sheets of anticipated reporting templates for
Access, Quality and Governance. The 1SMEA has been of assistance to
schools and the Division Office in monitoring PPAs implementation and
progress, target against accomplishment for appropriate adjustments.
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SDOIC One-Stop School Monitoring Evaluation and Adjustment (1SMEA) System . A 32-sheet
onestop shop to collect and monitor performance data of all 35 schools in the Division.

As a conduit of the Regional Office Field Technical Assistance
Division (FTAD) in providing functional and meaningful technical
assistance in various levels, the SDO reconstituted the composition of
the Division Field Technical Assistance Teammates (DFTATs). Each team
consists of personnel from CID, SGOD and OSDS to strike balance and
widen the scope in terms of expertise. The dedication of each member
has helped in ensuring the quality and functionality of Basic
Education-Learning Continuity Plan (BE-LCP) of all 35 schools through
Schools Enhanced Basic Education Learning Continuity Plan (BE-LCP)
for SY 2021-2022 Presentation cum Technical Assistance (TA).

Likewise, it is the DFTATs that monitored the Opening of Classes
which resulted in the smooth commencement of School Year 2021-2022
which was applauded by RO ESS-D Division Chief Dr. Eduarda Zapanta.

Performance Indicators

Indicator Target Actual

% of schools conducting

ME
100% 138.57%

All Five Division Field Technical Assistance Teams conducted readiness monitoring of schools
during the 1st week of the Opening of Classes.

A webinar entitled “Enhancing Skills in School Management
Monitoring and Evaluation” conducted via MS Teams on September 24
&27, 2021. It is a reinforcement so that School Heads, School Planning
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Team (SPT), School Quality Management Team and Monitoring Officer
can operationalize the Monitoring and Evaluation Plan of school.

5. HOPE (Harvesting of Outstanding performance in Education for All)

Project HOPE is a Division-initiated project, through
the ALTERNATIVE LEARNING SYSTEM (ALS) of the Curriculum
Implementation Division focusing on literacy mapping,
recognizing A&E passers, Training of ALS Implementers,
Orientation of Partners/Volunteers and INFed
Implementation. This project aims to decrease the number
of Out-of-School Adult and Youth. From July to August
2021, ALS Mobile Teachers, and District Coordinator
conducted blended literacy mapping to gather data on
the number of OSC, OSY, and OSA in the community;
identify potential learners in their assigned areas. The
activity targeted 97 barangays to be mapped, but it
exceeded the target number. Due to the online process
of mapping, the online posting reached even the nearby
places and has reached additional 40 barangays from
Kawit, Bacoor, General Trias and Dasmariñas City. A total
of 137 barangays mapped.

The yearly ALS Kumustahan was conducted in
October 2021. The activity was participated by all ALS
Implementers in the Schools Division Office of Imus City. It
aims to update and give technical assistance to all ALS
teachers and school heads/school ALS coordinators.
Virtual orientation and capability building was conducted
in October 2021, to make the best usage of abilities,
interest, and expertise of ALS implementers in the
community.
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Mr. Ronnie B. Yohan, Education Program Specialist II in ALS conducts limited
face-to-face revalida to ALS learners.

To recognize ALS A&E passers, there was a virtual
graduation rites conducted in November 2021, a total of 182
passers from 182 elementary and secondary qualifiers passed
the revalida with the 100% passing rate. Livelihood and skills
training was also conducted to prospective adult ALS learners in
December 2021.

This year, the Alternative Learning System was
implemented in the 97 barangays in the City of Imus. However,
there are also enrollees from other barangays who actively
participated in the program. Overall, a sum of 1,177 partook in
the program. Nevertheless, the enhanced ALS CURRICULUM 2.0
affected the number of completers; Only 221 learners
accomplished the program due to the two years approximate.

Performance Indicators
Indicator Target Actual

% of mapped OSY are
enrolled in ALS program 85% 100.00%

6. Oplan IMMUS (Instructional Materials for Maximum Understanding of
Learners)

Through Oplan IMMUS (Instructional Materials for Maximum
Understanding of Learners), the Division of Imus City Education Program
Supervisors, School Heads and Teachers worked collaboratively to
develop and quality assure SDOIC-initiated learning resources. A total
of 2,472 learning resources consisted of local learner’s packets (LEAPS),
learner’s materials, learner activity sheets (LAS), video lessons, local self
learning modules, and LAS with content. Third and Fourth Quarters
Mathematics Modules for Grades 1 to 6 were developed and quality
assured to serve as supplementary materials for learners.

Three webinars were conducted to capacitate Imus Teachers in
developing and evaluating learning resources: 1. Capacity-Building
cum Writeshop on Developing Localized Self-Learning Modules for
Senior High School, Development, 2. Capacity Building on Developing
Instructional Videos for Digitized Instruction, and 3. The Power of
Storytelling amidst Pandemic.

All these endeavors were conducted on top of the assignments
bestowed by the Central Office and the Regional Office to develop
and evaluate ADM and PIVOT self-learning modules and other learning
resources.

Performance Indicators

Indicator Target Actual
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% of contextualized Localized and

indigenized LRs

% of learners provided with LRs
100% 112.00%

SDOIC LRMS Portal

7. Project PLANO (Planning and Leveling Activities for Nurturing
Organization)
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At the end of FY 2021, Project P.L.A.N.O. accomplished the adjustment of the
DEDP, developed SY 2021-2022 BE-LCP, FY 2022 AIP, and conducted four (4)
PIR Review.

Adjusted Division Education Development Plan (DEDP)

With the pandemic that we are fighting right now, it has been
the primary concern of the Department to give the best education for
all the children. In this regard, the Division reviewed the DEDP 2017-2022
specifically the priority areas as to access, efficiency, and quality to
address the gaps and meet the needs of the learners in all levels of
education.

Imus City being exposed to major hazards/disasters such as
typhoons, flash flood and dengue due to flooding hampered the
implementation of some of the PPAs of the Division. Re-scheduling of
the said PPAs was done for those that were unaccomplished during the
scheduled time as indicated in the Annual Implementation Plan (AIP)
and Work and Financial Plan (WFP). Generally, the external
environment where SDOIC sits is relevant to its operation and influence
which are important to the successful execution of the 2nd  MTP.

Internal environment, on the other hand, influences SDOIC’s
behavior particularly the delivery of the quality of the basic education
to the Imuseño learners.

The key metrics of access, quality and internal efficiency are the
focus of the internal factors or conditions that affect the effective
implementation of the initial MTP. Internal stakeholders that include
both teaching and non-teaching staff played a vital role in producing
holistically developed Filipino with 21st century skills ready for higher
education, entrepreneurship and work. The sufficient and equitable
distribution of crucial resources such as buildings, classrooms, other
physical facilities such as ancillary rooms are the internal conditions that
contributed to the Division’s attainment of its goal.

With both external and internal environments which may
facilitate or hinder the successful implementation of the second MTP of
the SDOIC, an adjusted and well-planned MTP is a requisite to achieve
the 2022 goals and targets. PPAs were aligned to the Pivot 4A QuBE
flagship program of the Region in support for the Sulong Edukalidad of
the Department of Education.

Basic Education-Learning Continuity Plan (BE-LCP)

The Learning Continuity Plan is a response to ensure that
education never stops amidst pandemic, natural or man-made
disasters and other causes of learning disruptions. This plan shall be
used to address challenges posing threat to the undisturbed learning
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opportunities and continuity of education; individually or collectively –
the whole of school.

PIVOT 4A, as the flagship program of Region-4A fully supports the
promotion of Sulong Edukalidad. No pandemic or disaster shall put a
halt to the desire of the region for quality basic education. In light of this
laudable program, the Schools Division Office of Imus City undoubtedly
embraces all these changes and adjustments in order to carry out the
learning continuity plan effectively under the new normal.

The Schools Division Office of Imus City commits to delivering
quality services, responsive to the needs of its clientele in accordance
with mandated standards, principles of Transparent, Ethical and
Accountable Governance, and continuous improvement process
towards the holistic development of ‘BIDAng’ Imuseño.

SDOIC’s BE-LCP was aligned to the R4-A BE-LCP. Likewise, the 35
public schools as well as the 127 private schools were directed to craft
their own BE-LCP to serve as the official manuscript in the
implementation of basic education for SY 2021-2022.

The implementation of the different online distance learning
modalities became one of the major concerns brought by the new
normal. It also resulted in the development, printing, and distribution of
the different learning materials to aid teaching and to continue the
provision of quality education.

The Annual Implementation Plan (AIP)

Another important accomplishment of the Project PLANO is the
preparation of FY 2022 AIP which will conclude the implementation of
DEDP 2017-2022. A total of 24 projects were identified for
implementation in FY 2022. These projects were implemented for 2021.
But, to achieve the goals relevant to the different thrusts, the same
projects are retained. Hopefully, these will help in achieving the goals
set on the DEDP.

Physical and financial targets for FY 2022 relevant to the
implementation of the PPAs are agreed and set. Implementation of
these projects shall be monitored on a quarterly basis through the
conduct of the Program Implementation review (PIR).

Program Implementation Review (PIR)

The Program Implementation Review (PIR) is conducted quarterly
(March, April, July, October) of each year. This is done to ensure that
PPAs are conducted on time and that budget allocations are properly
utilized.

The School Management Monitoring and Evaluation (SMME)
tracked and monitored the status of implementation of 26 projects. For
2021, the Division achieved 87% accomplishment rate or 120 out of 138
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activities. The positive incremental growth from FY 2020 shows that
adjustments and continuous improvement takes place.

Performance Indicators

Indicator Target Actual

% of Operations and Investment

Planning conducted in a year
100% 100.00%

8. Project CHILD (Comprehensive Harvesting and Inventory of Learners'
Data)

Project CHILD is the SDO’s initiated project covering all the
activities under the Learner Information System (LIS) implemented
throughout the school year observing guidelines stipulated under DO.
No. 27, s 2020 which enables end-of-school year status updating
108,944 out or 99.38% of the 109,616 learners encoded in the system
from all the 127 private and 35 public schools in the Schools Division
Office of Imus City for SY 2020-2021.

The conduct of the regular monthly meetings and an intensive
monitoring, and data validation among the 162 LIS Coordinators
contributed to the 99.38% accomplishment on the updating and
encoding learners’ profile  through the LIS.

Performance Indicators

Indicator Target Actual

% of learners profile updated and encoded

in the Learner Information System
100% 95.21%

9. Project DATOS (Delivery of Accurate and Timely Outputs of
Stakeholders)

Project DATOS focuses on
collecting data or
information through the
Basic Education
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Information System (BEIS) which enables uploading the validated 162
Private School Profile (PSP); 26 Government Elementary School Profile
(GESP); 5 Government Junior High School Profile (GJHSP); and 4
Government Senior High School Profile (GSHSP) or a total of 162 school
profiles updated in BEIS for the SY 2020-2021.

The main goal of this project is to establish an accurate and
reliable registry of the profile of schools to ensure accurate and
comprehensive data of schools which are vital in its planning and
budgeting, allocation of resources, and setting operational targets.

Performance Indicators

Indicator Target Actual

% accomplished reports' communication

and submission related to SDO functions
100% 100.00%

10. Project Quality Assurance and Management

Project Quality Assurance Management aims to sustain the
Schools Division’s quality management through Quality Management
System (QMS) Alignment with the DepEd’s Central Office and Program
to Institutionalize Meritocracy and Excellence in Human Resource
Management (PRIME-HRM).

For 2021, 25 processes were audited to ensure the conformance
of the said processes to QMS. Five systems solutions were developed in
2021 to provide efficient services to the Schools Division’s clientele.
These were Automated Personnel Daily Health Check System,
Feedback Mechanism System, Inventory System, Online Hiring System,
and Document Tracking System. Four (4) core HRM systems
(recruitment, selection, and placement; learning and development;
performance management; and rewards and recognition) were
submitted to the Civil Service Commission (CSC)  for assessment.

Ms. Matea-Alvyn H. Trinidad conducts a virtual audit to the Office of the ASDS with
Communication Management as a process.
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Performance Indicators

Indicator Target Actual

% of sustained and aligned quality

management systems (qms)
100% 0.00%

11. Project HEART (Honing Expertise for Action Researches and
Transformation)

The main purpose of this project is to promote a culture of
research, continuous improvement and innovations among
non-teaching and teaching personnel, improve Schools Division Office
processes and to foster continuous improvement among schools.
Moreover, to sustain this kind of environment, all these research
advocates came together to form a team called DREAM (Division’s
Research Enthusiasts, Advocates and Mentors) in 2016.

This project includes capacity building among school and SDO
personnel to conduct researches, continuous improvement projects
and innovations in their area. To date, 227 recipients of training
benefited from the program. Twenty-five researches are currently being
laid out for the 2020 I DREAM Research Journal publication. All 25 have
been presented to either the Division, Regional, National and
International Conferences. For Continuous Improvement, there are
thirty-five (35) projects of the Division. Three (3) of the projects were
presented during the 2021 Regional Continuous Improvement (CI)
Symposium and two of which bagged the 5th Best CI Project - Video
Presentation Category and rank 5th for Best CI Project - Oral
Presentation Category. For innovations, there were two (2) innovation
projects approved by the Project for Innovation Review Committee last
December 6-7, 2021. A general assembly participated in by 265
teacher-researchers, CI advocates and innovators for learning and
select SDO personnel concluded Project HEART’s activity.

Performance Indicators

Indicator Target Actual

% of completed education researches 100% 0.00%
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Project HEART’s winning moments and SDRC and PIRC review of researches and projects for
Innovation

12. Project  TuTOK (Turo para Tumatak ang Ok na Kaalaman)

Ensuring equal opportunities for non-teaching personnel (NTP) of
the Schools Division Office of Imus City (SDOIC) as well as to effectively
perform their respective tasks, creating opportunities for continuing/
training and improvement are also in the priorities of the Division. Since
NTPs serve both important stakeholders and leaders, including them in
the training plan of SDOIC is a must.

Project TuTOK is an umbrella program for the Non-Teaching
Personnel (NTP) of SDO Imus City, while all identified training for teachers
is under the Tulong Dunong para sa Pagsulong (Upgrading of
Competencies and Commitment). Its purpose is to provide training and
technical assistance to newly- hired NTPs and continuing training for
them in the different areas of Administrative Services- Personnel
Management, Cash Management, Asset Management, Records
Management and the General Services.

Performance Indicators

Indicator Target Actual

% of Non-Teaching

Personnel trained
100% 28.95%

13. Project 5S sa PAMUMUNO (SCHOOL BASED MANAGEMENT -SBM)

This is a school leadership and management innovation which
interweaves the functions of SBM, SIP, SRC, SGC, and SMEA as tools to
improve school governance and operations. The approach is a cyclic
process that starts from the institutionalization of the SGC. Through SBM,
schools’ four principles are implemented, and levels of practice are
measured. The School Improvement Plan serves a blueprint which
addresses the priority improvement areas. SMEA serves as vertical
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reporting from the schools to the Division Office while the SRC is the
horizontal reporting from the school to the SGC.

Through this program, all school leaders underwent a series of
capacity building as course refresher to the principles and processes in
conducting all the 5S in their respective schools. In addition, each
school planning team received detailed and contextualized technical
assistance to improve their plans and projects each school year. For this
reason, all the 35 schools were able to craft, present, and implement
approved annual implementation plans and two consecutive years of
basic education continuity plans (BE-LCP) based on the standards set
by the Division Office.

One of the milestones of this program is the validation and
recognition of the four schools with SBM Level 3 of Practice by the
Regional Office last October to December 2021 which passed the
Regional validation.

.

Regional Office Team virtually validates SBM Level III Practices of SDO Imus City select schools
last October to December 2021

14. Project OPPa (Oplan Pagpapaganda ng Paaralan) 2021

Project OPPa is a project that focuses on the improvements of
classrooms in preparation for the limited face-to-face learning modality.
The project aims to achieve a conducive learning environment for
teachers and learners amidst the pandemic.

Performance Indicators

Indicator Target Actual

% Repaired Classrooms 100% 77.78%
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Validation of Online Distance Learning Modality and Modular Distance Learning Modality

15. Project SYNERGY (Systems, Networks, and E-Resource GenerativitY)

With the recent changes in our society including the
establishment of the new normal, DepEd Imus City commits to provide
learners with uninterrupted access to quality basic education through
the utilization of ICT for alternative modalities in instruction.

Teachers must be well-equipped with various methods and
approaches to respond to the needs of learners in an unusual situation
where social contact is limited and mass gatherings are highly
prohibited. Distance Learning, a technologically mediated modality to
span the geographic distance between teachers and learners, is
viewed as the key to support the delivery of unceasing learning
opportunities during these difficult times. Anderson & Dron (2011)
defined Distance Learning as the intertwining of different types of
knowledge, learning, and contexts in a dance to which technology sets
the beat and creates the music and the pedagogy defines the moves.
Teachers must be informed on how to select the distinct pedagogies,
technologies, learning activities, and assessment criteria in a Distance
Learning modality to be able to furnish holistic educational experiences
for all types of learners.

Moreover, to support this aspiration, the Schools Division Office of
Imus City must be equipped both in Information Technology
Infrastructure, Connectivity and Information Technology Skills of SDO IT
personnel, the main reason why we have Project SyNERGY.

DepEd Imus City-ICT Unit continuously strives to meet the targets
of our SYNERGY Project. The Division has launched three (3) Automated
Systems in 2021 namely (1) UIS - Document Tracking System, (2)
Automated Health Check, and (3) SMART HR. These systems are work in
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progress as we ensure its alignment to the dynamic needs of its end
users.

Performance Indicators

Indicator Target Actual

% of systems and

automation developed
100% 20.00%

Automated Health Check

Document Tracking System

System for Meritocratic, Automated, Reengineered, and
Transparent Hiring (SMART HR)
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16. Project BUDDIES (Building and Utilizing Developed and Diverse
Integration for Enhanced Supervision)

Opting to perform better, the CID Unit does not only continue to
provide technical assistance to the field but also determine how well
the CID Personnel provides TA. This was done through intensified
follow-through observations of Instructional Supervision by instructional
supervisors in schools like School Heads, Head Teachers and Master
Teachers. The CID Unit was able to target all 173 TA providers in all 35
schools for FY 2021. The pre-TA and post-TA scores of the instructional
supervisors were compared and used as the basis for their improved
performance through utilization of the locally crafted Division
Monitoring Tool for Instructional Supervision. The voice of the customers
was also given importance as these feedbacks were used to evaluate
the performance of TA providers from CID using the Quality Assurance,
Technical Assistance Monitoring and Evaluation Form.

Technical assistance was also provided to schools for them to
continuously improve their intervention programs/projects. The
school-based INSETs and SLACs also served as Benchmarking activities,
best practices like INSETs, SLACs, Coaching and Mentoring, etc. These
were done by giving help and support to schools in identifying needs
and appropriate interventions, serving as process observers and
coach/mentor to school instructional leaders.

To ensure that the Technical Assistance to be provided by the
CID personnel in terms of learners’ achievement are relevant and
needs-based, the CID personnel utilized the data harvested through the
PASS (Performance Assessment for Supervisory Support), an online
platform where summaries of learners’ grades are to be encoded and
uploaded by the schools.
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Even amidst the pandemic, the TA provision shall not cease. The
CID unit shall utilize remote/offsite TA provision by utilizing online
platforms, SMS, emails, phone calls, and any other modality available.

Division Virtual Capability Building for School Technical Assistance
Providers  On 2C-2I-1R Pedagogical Approaches

The Curriculum Implementation Division has conducted a Division
Virtual Capability Building For School Technical Assistance Providers On
2C-2I-1R Pedagogical Approaches last September 6, 7 and 9, 2021, to
recognize the vital role of School Heads/ Head Teachers/Master
Teachers in the professional development and improvement of
teachers through giving technical assistance for Instructional
Supervision. The target participants are 28 School Heads, 128 Master
Teachers, 25 Head Teachers. It was proved to be fruitful for all
attendees from elementary, junior and senior high schools because the
participants were able to refresh their understanding and identifying the
key concepts of delivering different learning modalities across learning
areas; they were able to revisit the duties and responsibilities of giving
technical assistance to teachers by the instructional leaders; they have
reviewed the different indicators of the Philippine Standards for
Teachers (PPST) to be used in the formal instructional supervision and SH
/MTs were capacitated in conducting instructional supervision using the
classroom Observation Tool (COT) and STAR Technique.

The said online training also ensured the smooth flow of the
activity like the thorough virtual lectures/ discussion of the topics
followed by simulation through blended/face-to-face on the third day
that strictly followed the health protocol based on IATF policies and
guidelines.
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Demonstration  Festival
Our SDOIC as an ISO-certified organization, works hard to uphold

excellence in providing quality services to all our clientele and ensures
professional growth and development of the teaching personnel
through worthwhile programs and activities planned, organized and
initiated by SDOIC through the Curriculum Instruction Division. The Demo
Festival Online in Kindergarten and across all Learning Areas from
Grades 1 to 12 was conducted last September 9, 2021, to provide an
avenue for professional growth of teachers in the new normal.
Participants were given the opportunities to acquire knowledge and
skills on how they will deliver their lessons using Synchronous and
Asynchronous Learning Delivery Modalities (LDM) through recorded
videos of demo-teaching in all learning areas by the selected
Demonstration Teachers who were processes observed and given
necessary feedback, recommendations and TA for improvement. This
activity was conducted to the Division Virtual Capability for School
Technical Assistance Providers On 2C-2I-1R Pedagogical Approaches
during the simulation on the third day in which the participants was
grouped according to per learning areas and will be done through
face-to-face or virtual following strictly the health protocols based on
IATF policies and guidelines.

Moreso, the Best Demonstration Teachers were tasked to
enhance the presentation of their lessons, record, and submit to the
Division Office for its use.

Performance Indicators

Indicator Target Actual
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% of learners achieving

nearly proficient
100% 51.43%
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17. Project B3Ps - BRIGADA PAGBASA SA PANAHON NG PANDEMYA 2021

It is a year-round program believed to be of significance to
address the problems of many struggling readers at SDO Imus City. It is a
timely and worthy initiative of the SDOIC to help raise parents’
awareness and concern on their children’s reading and
comprehension levels both in English and Filipino for the Elementary and
Secondary Schools, Grades 1 to 10 within the Division.

Since COVID -19 Pandemic poses challenges to various sectors
of our society and has a great effect in the educational system in the
country, Project B3Ps will help boost the morale, enthusiasms and zests
of not only our School Heads, Head Teachers, Master Teachers but even
the parents of our dear learners and foremost our Top Management
Officials who always think and do marvelous and great things for the
welfare of everyone in the Division. Actuall, this is in response to DepEd
Order NO. 12 s. 2020 which is the ADOPTION OF THE BASIC EDUCATION
LEARNING CONTINUITY PLAN FOR SCHOOL YEAR 2020-2021 IN LIGHT OF
THE COVID-19 PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY. Since Reading is a subtle
and complex process that involves sensation, perception,
comprehension, application, integration and utmost fundamental key
for understanding the text in learning all the subject areas associated
with the enlightenment and enjoyment through the various activities
that are incorporated in the Project B3Ps, therefore we can ensure
better results or outcome if all the planned activities under the said
project are well-implemented.

The three major activities under this Project include the following :
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The Division Launching of the B3Ps - BRIGADA PAGBASA SA
PANAHON NG PANDEMYA which was conducted last December 4,
2020 which helped enlightened teacher- participants on the various
techniques, strategies to use in teaching learners how to read with
comprehension in different Learning Delivery Modalities, thereby
improving the performance of learners. During the Launching Activity
of the B3Ps, teachers were able to listen and be capacitated also on
the Different Kinds of Assessments, Its Importance and Assessment Tools
to use in Reading, etc. Thus, we expect our teachers to develop the
confidence they need and master the expertise to be shared to
learners during reading time and story-telling time. In addition, this may
help them become more effective, just and fair in their assessment of
learners’ performances in reading and in all areas.

There was this Celebration of the Reading Month-Cum-
Launching of the B3Ps which took place also on December 4 at
GEANHS and through this, the participants were given the idea on how
they will conduct their own Reading Month Celebration following all
guidelines given during the event.

The following were also activities conducted which included the
Division Capacity Building for English and Filipino Reading Teachers with
Demo Teaching which was conducted on February 24, 26 and March 2,
2021 and followed by Search for Best Reading Implementer/Best
Reading Teacher last November 9, 11 and 16, 2021.

Performance Indicators- English Performance Indicators- Filipino

Indicator Target Actual Indicator Target Actual

% of learners

achieving

Independent

Reading Level

75%

% of learners

achieving

Independent

Reading Level

75%

18. Project FUSE (Fuelling and Unveiling Students’ Excellence)

Project FUSE (Fueling and Unveiling Students’ Excellence) is a
unique program that can enhance the special skills of learners in all
learning areas such as sports, arts, mathematics, science, history and
culture, TLE and SPED. Technolympics for Technology and Livelihood
Education and Technical-Vocational-Livelihood (TLE), Sining Tanghalan
for Music and Arts, Nationwide Song Writing and Choral Group
Competition co-sponsored by DepEd and the Rotary Club of Manila
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(MAPEH), National Population Development for Social Studies (Araling
Panlipunan), Pambansang Tagisan ng Talento for Filipino (Filipino),
Diwang Sagisag and ASEAN Competitions. This activity nurtures learners
of special talent and skills in different learning areas and their
extra-curricular activities, hone the special skills of learners through
direct engagement with the expert mentors and holistically
development of learners.

This 2021, SDO Imus ended the year with flying colors despite the
impediments brought about by the pandemic like virtual contests and
selected activities for face to face.

Project FUSE has produced skilled and talented learners who
qualified to compete in the higher competitions (regional, national, and
international) and gained recognition in regional and national
competitions. These are the following:

Event / Date Award Contestant School

Pambansang Timpalak sa
Pagsulat ng Sanaysay
(Elem)/Agosto 31, 2021

Unang
Gantimpala Japz T. Ferwelo

Pasong Santol
ES-Golden City Annex

Pambansang Timpalak sa
Pagsulat ng Sanaysay
(Teacher Category)/Agosto
31, 2021

Ikalawang
Gantimpala Melanie R. Ballesteros Imus Pilot ES

Pambansang Timpalak sa
Pagsulat ng Sanaysay
(Sec)/Agosto 31, 2021

Ikatlong
Gantimpala

Daniela Claudine B.
Tarala

Gen. Flaviano Yengko
SHS

Pambansang Timpalak sa
Pagsulat ng Malayang Tula
(Sec)/Agosto 31, 2021

Ikalawang
Gantimpala Reyniel Jay P. Macado

Gen. Tomas Mascardo
NHS

158th Birth Anniversary of
Andres Bonifacio - National
Poster Making Contest 2nd Place Winner Edrian C. Apostol

Gen. Emilio Aguinaldo
NHS

2021 International Kangaroo
Mathematics Online
Competition (IKMC) - March
20, 2021

Silver Marco Sebastian S.
Alicaway
Grade 5

Imus Pilot Elementary
School

Credit Award Fatima Angeline
Maligaso
Grade 7 Gen. Emilio Aguinaldo

National HSCredit Award Allyssa Cassandra Q.
Zapanta
Grade 9

DOST-SEI Youth Excellence
Science Award for
International Math Open for
Young Achievers (IMOYA) -
December 18, 2021

Bronze Elijah Angelo B.
Yanzon
Grade 6

Imus Pilot Elementary
School
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ASMEPPS-National Battle of
Math & Science Champions
Online Edition Year 7 - March
6, 2021

Champion - Math
Quiz

Fatima Angeline
Maligaso
Grade 7

Gen. Emilio Aguinaldo
National HS

CALABARZON Regional
Sci-Math Battle 2021
(Inter-Grade School Science
and Mathematics Challenge)
October 23, 2021

2nd Place Marco Sebastian S.
Alicaway
Grade 5 Imus Pilot Elementary

School

ASMEPPS-Regional Math &
Science Trivia - December 11,
2021

3rd Place
(National
Qualifier)

Hanna Alexis Olaguer
Grade 7

Gen. Emilio Aguinaldo
National HS

9th Place
(National
Qualifier)

Lheijin Dacumos
Grade 7

3rd Place
(National
Qualifier)

Eliza Mei Ongsioco
Grade 9

3rd Place
(National
Qualifier)

Kate Bridget Cagara
Grade 10

9th Place
(National
Qualifier)

Allyssa Cassandra
Zapanta
Grade 10

9th Place
(National
Qualifier)

Dionice Penecitos
Grade10

Prime Math Quiz Show 2021
March 24, 2021 Champion/1st

Honors

Elijah Angelo B.
Yanzon
Grade 6

Imus Pilot
Elementary School

1st Runner
Up/1st Honors

Lheijin A. Dacumos
Grade 6

Malagasang II
Elementary School

2nd Honors

Kurt Russian O.
Maano
Grade 6

Malagasang II
Elementary School

2nd Honors

Princess Yenomi P.
Sisante
Grade 6

Imus Pilot
Elementary School

3rd Honors

Yuni Dane B.
Banhaon
Grade 6

Buhay na Tubig
Elementary School

3rd Honors
Brylene Ortigosa
Grade 6

Buhay na Tubig
Elementary School

Virtual Interschool Academic
Festival
(Science, Math, AP)
May 10, 2021
via Kahoot 1st Place

Elijah Angelo B.
Yanzon
Grade 6

Imus Pilot Elementary
School

Danielle Grace M.
Salunga
Grade 6
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Nicolo Tristan James R.
Tamondong
Grade6

2nd Place

Zamantha Louise
Dianne Desuyo
Grade 6

Bukandala Elementary
School

Yashabelle B.
Pascua
Grade 6

Fiona Mikaela M.
Lopez
Grade 6

Regional Festival of Talents -
Technolympics/December 4,
2021 Champion

Ashley Kae Pagaduan
Grade 12

General Flaviano
Yengko SHS

Performance Indicators

Indicator Target Actual

% of curricular programs

participated

19. Tulong Dunong para sa Pagsulong (Upgrading of Competencies and
Commitment)
a. Three-Day Division Training Cum Workshop on Crafting Learning and

Development (L&D) Learning Resource package (LRP)
- This training was recognized by NEAP RO with Recognition

Number SDO-414-PDC2020-000. Its target is to capacitate all
school heads, school leaders and master teachers. The first
batch was trained last January 13-15, 2021 with a total number of
27 participants, while the remaining batch will be trained by next
year. Through this activity, there was one division training that
was approved by NEAP RO. The collaboration between the CID
and SGOD has helped the team to craft well-designed learning
resource packages.
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b. Division Webinar on Career Development and Succession
Management on January 25-26, 2021.

-100% of the target group was capacitated on this topic. This webinar
was conducted in order to intensify the implementation of the
career development and succession planning both in the division
office and schools. After a month of its implementation, there was a
virtual technical assistance given to each school to explain
thoroughly the utilization of the different templates.

c. Provision of Technical Assistance (TA) in the Preparation of training
Proposal and Succession Planning. It was conducted last
March-May 2021.
-All 35 public schools were given the appropriate TA on the said
topics. School heads, QATAME Coordinators and SLAC Coordinators
were provided the necessary lectures, discussion and ideas as to
how they will accomplish the succession planning tools. An onsite
monitoring will be conducted to check the school-based
implementation of the said program.

During the online provision of technical assistance on training proposals and
succession planning.
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d. Division Orientation on National Adoption and Implementation of the
Philippine Professional Standards for School Heads (PPSSH) and
Philippine Professional Standards for Supervisor PPSS on February 2-4,
2021 via Google Meet.

-100% or 34 school heads and 10 education program supervisors
were oriented on the PPSSH and PPSS. Each domain, indicator and
strand was emphasized to know which level of professional practice
expected of a quality school head and supervisors. The early
orientation has helped them to know which domain needs to be
improved and enhanced.

e. Division Induction Program-Cum-Workshop on Asset Management
and Accomplishment of Various Personnel Forms of Newly-Hired
Non-Teaching Personnel

-The first ever induction program conducted to non-teaching
personnel. There were 36 newly-hired administrative officers,
administrative assistant and administrative aide who were inducted
last February 16-19, 2021. They were equipped with higher
professional perspective and skills and helped the inductees to
commit and dedicate themselves to their job functions and
responsibilities. The activity enables them to become aware of their
new environment and be familiarized with the forms they need to
accomplish.
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The Top Management leads the induction program to the 36 newly-hired
non-teaching personnel.

f. Orientation On the Submission of LDM Practicum Portfolio and
Evaluation of Forms on May 31, 2021.
-All proficient and highly proficient teachers participated in the
Regional Webinar on Learning delivery Modalities and were able to
submit their practicum portfolio. With a total number of 2,299
teachers who completed their LDM practicum portfolio, the
program was a success. Through the conduct of LAC and online TA,
meetings and webinars, all these activities were successfully done.

Teachers listen attentively during the webinar on LDM.

g. 2021 Division Induction Program for Newly-Hired Teachers on July
29-30, August 3-5, 2021.

-Out of 105 newly-hired teachers, 97 of them were oriented via
online. They were informed and oriented on the TIP policy and
implementation of BE-LCP in the new normal. Based on the result of
the evaluation, the orientation was a success. They were equipped
with new knowledge, skill and learning they needed to effectively
deliver the teaching-learning process.
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h. NEAP Recognized Division Capacity Building Program for Proficient
Teachers on Integrative Assessment and Developmentally
Appropriate Learning Experiences Across Learning Areas Courses 1
and 2 held on September 29-30, October 7-8, 14-15, November 8-9,
10-11 and 16-17, 2021.

This training was recognized by NEAP RO in compliance to
DepEd Order No. 001, s. 2020. A total of 495 teachers were trained
for the three batches. The remaining teachers will be trained by next
year. The program has been recognized through the collaborative
effort of both the CID and SGOD.

i. Three-Day Division Training Cum Workshop on Core and Behavioral
skills of SDO Non-Teaching Personnel (Levels 1 and 2) held on
October 27-29, 2021.
-Another need-based learning and development intervention was

conducted to the non-teaching personnel of the SDOIC. Forty (40)
of them were trained in navigating the computer application,
demonstrated service orientation and prepared a plan of action on
self-management. It was successfully done through the help of our
external learning provider from the Regional Office.
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Division Webinar Induction Program for Newly-Hired Teachers on Modules 1

Performance Indicators

Indicator Target Actual
% of teaching, teaching-related

and non-teaching personnel

trained
100% 99.72%

20. Project I-M-S-H-A-W-N (Information on Mental Health- School-Based
Feeding Program- Health Services(medical,dental And Nursing
Services) -Adolescent Reproductive Health-Wash In School Program
-National Drug Education Program)

Project I-M-S-H-A-W-N is information dissemination on the major
flagship programs of OK sa DepED (Oplan Kalusugan) specifically the
School Mental Health Program, School-Based Feeding Program, Health
Services, Adolescent and Reproductive Health Program, Wash in School
Program and National Drug Education Program.

For the school year 2021, the implementation of School-Based
Feeding Program -Milk Feeding Component where serving of
pasteurized fresh milk or sterilized milk in addition to nutritious food will
continue to contribute to the improvement of nutritional status and
performance of target beneficiaries. For SY 2020-2021, 100% or 8,397
beneficiaries were fed through the implementation of School-Based
Feeding Program,Online and onsite monitoring of the said activity was
conducted to ensure and validate the reports and implementation of
the School-Based Feeding Program.
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Health status of our school children is also important to determine
during this time of pandemic.The Learners Health Assessment Checklist
is a modified implementation of medical and dental assessment of
learners which can be accessed online. Online assessment links were
provided to assess the health form for the health profiling of the
learners. A total of 49,473 learners accessed the link for online
assessment. Whereas, the health and physical well-being of our
teaching and non-teaching personnel is also important. The continuous
monitoring and referral of personnel with symptoms, close contact with
symptoms and personnel with positive swab tests were implemented.

As part of the advocacy campaign on COVID-19 Vaccination
program a webinar was conducted last July 7, 2021 entitled COVID-19
vaccines: What You Need to KNow which aims to combat the root
cause of vaccine hesitancy to all teaching and non-teaching
personnel of SDO Imus CIty. At present, a total of 2,909 out of 2,982 or
97.55 % teaching and non-teaching personnel who were already
vaccinated have a full dose of COVID-19 vaccine. The provision of
Pneumococcal and Flu vaccines to all SDOIC personnel and School
Heads were also given to ensure the health and safety of all personnel.
A total of 143 out of 150 or 95.33 % SDO personnel and School heads
were already given flu and pneumococcal vaccines.

The OK sa DepEd Division One Health Week Celebration which
was conducted last December 13-17, 2021 aims to showcase the six
flagship programs under the Oplan Kalusugan sa DepEd. Amidst the
challenges of COVID-19 pandemic this celebration encourages the
implementation of health and nutrition programs and promotion of
health related knowledge and practices. Two Medical and Dental
Clinics under the School Dental Health Care Program located at Gov.
DM Camerino Integrated School and Imus Pilot Elementary School were
blessed and  inaugurated also as part of the celebration.

Another activity is the 17th Dental Health Month Celebration
which aims to ensure the maintenance of good oral health of the
learners amidst the pandemic. Different activities were conducted
during this celebration like home toothbrushing drill, oral health
education and distribution of hygiene kits from kindergarten to grade 6
pupils. All the 35 public schools participated in this month-long
celebration.

The monitoring of Wash in School Program implementation was
also conducted last February 15-19, 2021. All 35 public schools were
monitored, validated and technical assistance was given on how to
improve the star level of each school. In SDO Imus City, 100%
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participation on WinS monitoring tool uploading for elementary and
secondary level for SY 2020-2021. Crafting of monitoring tools for Mental
Health , Adolescent Reproductive Health Program are also scheduled
to validate and ensure the implementation of programs particularly in
this time of pandemic. School Clinics are also scheduled to be
monitored to ensure readiness and evaluate the compliance of the
schools in the implementation of the required health standards set by
the Department of Education.

Performance Indicators

Indicator Target Actual

% of learners benefiting from the

School-Based Feeding Program
100% 63.13%

PNEUMOCOCCAL AND FLU VACCINATION

Distribution of SBFP Commodities using E-Jeepney
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COVID-19 Vaccines: What you need to know

Tseklist ng Pagsusuri sa Kalusugan ng Mag-aaral
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Dental Health Month celebration

Distribution of Hygiene kits
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OK sa DepEd Division One Health Week Celebration

Wash in School Monitoring

21. Project AYOSS ( All Your Official  Scribes Safe)

Project AYOSS (All Your Official Scribes Safe) is designed to
establish and maintain a systematic records system in an orderly,
efficient, effective and economical manner that ensures an improved
quality of information and to aid management in its fundamental
responsibilities in the Department of Education. Improving the delivery
of records management service in the schools, familiarize with the R.A.
9470 and D.M. 133 s. 2016 (The National Inventory of Public Records),
and appreciating the value of records disposition schedule are the
basis of its activities.

Recent innovation in terms of data tracking system has been
adopted by SDO Imus City from SDO Lipa City. Since its implementation,
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SDOIC Records Section was able to monitor and check submission of
requests and required compliances.

Performance Indicators

Indicator Target Actual

% personnel trained 100% 100.00%

22. Project SAFE (Safety Awareness for Emergencies)

To ensure a safe learning environment, the
SGOD-SocMob-DRRM will conduct various activities in order to ensure
the safety and security of the Division Office  and schools. The
activities aim to:

1. provide and formulate a contingency plan that will help the
Division and schools whenever a disaster strikes.

2. help and to stabilize the mental health of all personnel and
learners in times of disasters and emergencies.

3. provide technical assistance to schools about disaster risk
reduction and to provide safe school facilities.

4. encourage private schools in the Division in promoting Disaster
Risk Reduction advocacy.

Performance Indicators

Indicator Target Actual

#no of trained personnel 100% 125.00%

23. Project Pagsibol at Paghubog

In consonance to train all the student organizations to mold our
learner-leaders to be visionary in all aspects of life and help them to
develop all student leaders to be effective and efficient.

The project aims to capacitate all student leaders and Teacher
advisers in: resilient leadership, responsible digital citizens and
future-ready leaders.

Performance Indicators

Indicator Target Actual

% of Non-Teaching 100% 122.73%
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Personnel trained

24. QUENTO FOR QUENTA (Quarterly Evaluation of Needed Reports to
Update Utilized Allotments and Obligations for Quality and Efficient
Numbers for Timely Accomplishment Reports)
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Project Quento for Quenta is the Finance Unit initiative which combines
the Budget and Accounting sections into one. For CY 2021, the activities
conducted includes a) FY2020 Year End Workshop on Preparation and
Consolidation of Financial Reports on January 5 and 6, 2021 participated by
the SDO Finance personnel and the two Implementing Units (IUs) Finance
strands; b) Webinar Workshop on Division Budget Proposal for FY 2022 on
February 26, 2021 participated by SDO Finance Personnel and the 33 School
Heads of all Non-IUs schools; c) FY2021 Mid-Year Workshop on Preparation and
Consolidation of Financial Reports on July 7 to 9, 2021 done virtually and
participated by the SDO Finance personnel and the two IUs Finance personnel
;and d) Three Batches in Three-day Division Webinar Workshop on the
Re-orientation of Financial Management Operations Manual (focus on Budget
updates, Managing and Reportorial Requirements of Cash Advances and
Procurement Processes Law) participated by SDO Finance personnel and 69
School personnel (School Head, Administrative Officer II, Administrative
Assistant III and School MOOE Coordinator) held on November 23 to 25, 2021.
This project aims to increase transparency and accountability across all levels.
This also includes provision of technical assistance thru virtual form for timely,
efficient and accurate budgeting, monitoring and updating of financial
reports which is crucial for tracking progress against previous plans. Finance
personnel in the SDOIC also conducted spot-checking and mentoring of
schools in the effective and efficient delivery of financial management
services using the FMOM.

Performance Indicators

Indicator Target Actual

% of Accomplishment BUR

(Obli) and BUR (Disb) 100%
100%

25. Gawad BIDA: Recognition of Exemplary Performance of Teaching and
Non-Teaching Personnel

The Rewards and Recognition is a process and mechanism for
valuing contribution of individuals and work units, and recognizing
excellent performance and achievement of work targets in pursuing
the organization’s mandate. This program is designed to encourage
creativity, innovativeness, efficiency, integrity and productivity in the
public service by recognizing and rewarding officials and employees,
individually or in groups for their suggestions, inventions, superior
accomplishments and other personal efforts which contribute to the
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efficiency, economy, or other improvements in government operations
or for other extraordinary acts or services in the public interest.

Anchored on the Civil service Commission Program on Awards
and Incentives for Service Excellence (PRAISE) and DepEd Order No.9, s.
2002 re: Establishing PRAISE in the DepED, the Schools Division Office of
Imus City announces the conduct of Division Gawad Bida: Gintong
Parangal. It covers both planned awarding ceremonies and
on-the-spot recognition to be institutionalized in the SDO. It shall provide
both monetary and non-monetary awards and incentives to recognize,
acknowledge and reward productive, creative, innovative and ethical
behavior of employees through formal and informal mode. Also, it
adheres to the Employee Equal Opportunity Principle (EEOP) and
Gender Responsiveness Basic Education Policy (GREEP).

The Division Gawad Bida: Gintong Parangal aims to:

a. recognize and reward the exemplary contribution of the division
human resources - teaching, teaching-related, non-teaching
personnel who went beyond their call of duty to provide
relevant, accessible, liberating, and continuous education
amidst the pandemic; and

b. give recognition to schools that put a premium on delivering
quality basic education services amidst the challenges and
threat posed by COVID-19 through their effective and innovative
implementation of BE-LCP.

The Division Virtual Gawad Bida: Gintong Parangal was
conducted last October 30, 2021 and the 21 awards were given to the
different categories. Nomination to the Gawad Bida: Gintong Parangal
was submitted in electronic copy and uploaded to the google drive link
provided within the allotted date.

26. Gawad CoNeCS (Collaboration and Networking with Community and
other                     Stakeholders)

Partnerships and Linkages play a major role in the delivery of
quality basic education for all. Project CoNeCs is a response to the
Department’s call for a deepened engagement of and with
stakeholders, both for support and collaboration.
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The project aims to ensure that 100% of the Division’s programs,
projects and activities have a strong network of internal and external
partners (private citizens, community, LGU, NGAs, NGOs, and more). It
shall also boost the Adopt-a-School Program, particularly on tapping
corporate social responsibility and advocating the 150% tax incentives
which they may avail through adoption of any public elementary
and/or secondary school.

This can be done through the following activities:

1. Capacity building or training-workshops for unit heads, program
owners, school heads and partnerships focal persons;

2. Advocacy campaigns;

3. Crafting of information, education and communication materials or
IECs; and

4. Conduct of Gawad BIDA: Local Stakeholders Convergence (State
of the Division Address and Awarding of Outstanding Stakeholders).

27. Other Major Output for 2021

Bayanihan 2 for Basic Education (BBE)

The Bayanihan to Recover as One Act, also known as Bayanihan 2,
and officially designated as Republic Act No. 11494, is a law in the
Philippines that was enacted in September 2020 granting the President
additional authority to combat the COVID-19 pandemic in the Philippines.

Section 4(n) of the Bayanihan 2 Act mandates the provision of
subsidies and allowances to qualified students in private and public
elementary and secondary education whose families are facing financial
difficulties brought about by work stoppage and closure of establishments
due to the Community Quarantine (CQ), and neither part of the
Listahanan of the Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD),
nor covered under the Education Service Contracting (ESC) Program, or
the Senior High School Voucher Program (SHS VP) as provided in RA Nos.
8545 and 10533, respectively.

In 2021, the Division has successfully obligated and disbursed two
hundred and twenty-two thousand pesos (Php 222,000.00) to identified
qualified seventy-four (74) learners.
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Parents of the Bayanihan 2 of Basic Education recipients receive the money
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